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Abstract
With the improvement of living standards and the construction of public transportation, many people travel more
frequently. They want to record those experiences and get more enlightenment when they look back upon the
memory. Additionally, many people have eagerly requested to share their travel experiences due to the development
of social media and the information explosion era. Less than a decade ago, people would travel without a smart
device. They tended to take photos along the way with a film camera, and stick them on a physical photo album to
share with friends and family. The other traditional method of documenting the journey includes keeping a paper
journal, creating a scrapbook, using a sketchbook, and sending postcards home. Those are the epic handmade styles
of building a solid connection between owners and their travelling memory, but hard to survive from heavy-duty
trips and future preservation.
After I deep dive into the problem area, I found out that nowadays, people are willing to record digitally by using
phone notes, becoming vloggers and bloggers, posting photos on Instagram, and making Tiktok Videos. However,
the fast-paced domestic lifestyle and existing tools can hardly meet people’s demand for systematic documentation
of travel events. Therefore, organizing information structurally and visualizing the experience could help them get
more pleasure when reflecting on these memories and sharing them with others. My deliverable is designing a
mobile-based application that will make travel-record easier and build the emotional connection between users and
their travel stories. The document method of this app would be diverse, which includes taking photos, notes, voice
memos, mood marks and footprints.
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Problem and Solution Statement
Although China’s tourism industry has been impacted by the pandemic, the domestic market is progressively
growing strong with the slowing down spread of coronavirus. As of May 2020, about 87 percent of the demand for
traveling in China centered on domestic travel (Textor 2020). Recording the travels could be a way to bookmark
these travel memories. By reviewing the travel record, which people might make a written, visual, or audio record of
the travels, people carry the power to remember and reengage these experiences any time they want. Specifically,
with the explosive expansion of Tiktok, countless content creators demand to document their stories that happened
during the trip to gain more inspiration and materials. TikTok snowballed into the most popular app in 2019 and
2020. It was downloaded 693 million times in 2019 and 850 million times in 2020 (Iqbal 2021).
Therefore, organizing information structurally and visualizing the experience could help them get more pleasure
when reflecting on these memories, extracting fruitful information to create content on social media, and sharing
them with others. My design solution is designing an application on the smart phone that will make travel-record
easier, building the emotional connection between users and their travel. The document of this product would be
diverse, which includes taking photos, notes, voice memo, mood and footprints. Users can start a day's travel record
by recording their mood and can view the travel record of the day through mood emoticons in the universe and map
system, which can bring every fact that would help to organize travel memory together, generating documents and
social system. Moreover, materials related to travel stories would be gathered into a menu of specific categories,
building the notebook collaboration. It collects all information through labels and calendars so that all information is
classified regularly, and the user can effortlessly review every detail from one travel depends on different users’
needs. Thus, by tapping the share button, the user can share the travel documentation from one section or the whole
recorded experience with others. To productively organize visual, vocal, and text information, advanced technology
would be applied such as image recognition, tracking others apps’ activities, and GPS trail. Rewarding pop-up sets
are also designed to encourage users to keep the record during the trip. Regardless of the technical view or the visual
feature, Journo can improve the document efficiency for the user as well as upgrade the reviewing experience.

Design Process and Analysis
I collected some information about the travel record application, analyzing three applications based on the user
reviews and my own experience. At this stage, I collected some relevant information about the travel record
application, analyzing some applications based on the user reviews in one market and my own experience. Through
the competitive research, I found that all three products have their advantages. When their advantages are combined,
the five attributes: automaticity, systematize, timesaving, emotionality, and operational simplicity could be covered.
To combine their strength and optimize the design to meet the needs of the users better. Through the competitive
research, I found that when their advantages are combined, the five attributes: automaticity, systematize, timesaving,
emotionality, and operational simplicity, could be covered, which could optimize the design to meet the needs of the
users better. With the topic narrowed, I drafted out the first round of online surveys to understand what challenges
the travel document. These surveys were designed to gain a holistic approach without going too in-depth. The
questionnaire recovery is 137. Only 17 percent of respondents said they had no trouble documenting their travels.
More than 80 percent of people had difficulty keeping travel records. When people browse their travel records, most
of them feel for the picture's visual representation. Afterwards, 3 candidates were then selected and interviewed of
one week. I focused on listening to the participant's personal stories and paid attention to the details of the stories,
noting their specific pain points. I highlighted quotes and stories from the interviews that reflected data and expected
trends in our survey to understand user needs and pain points. There are four central users need as follows. The first
user need is to record everything together conveniently, which means various information has to be integrated. The
second one easily recalls things that happened on the travel by browsing the documentation. Thirdly, accessible

share details with other people. The last need is the diverse methods to capture moments. Besides, there are two
findings from the workshop: color greatly influences mood, and people are emotional, and a photo that impresses
them can arouse their impulse to travel to the corresponding place. Also, the mood is essential when they first try to
recall their journey experience. Users need touchpoints to evoke memories. The discovery from both quantitative
and qualitative are synthesized together directly relate to the user pain points. Key insights were drafted for creating
user personas and refining the how might we statement.
The first goal is to build an emotional connection between users and their journey. Secondly, encourage users to
record what happened during the trip. Thirdly, the process of the record is user-friendly and interactive. The last one
intention is to help users organize their travel experience systematically (Appendix A, page 3). I moved on with only
synthesizing one user persona. The user character is a frequent traveler and content creator. Her primary motivations
come from social, efficiency, share, and achievement. The goal of this portrait is to structural document stories from
the travel to gain desirable material to create content and post on social media. The user’s touchpoints were
separated from the journey map design, which revealed that mood, location, scene, photos, videos, voice, and memo
could be the paramount consideration in the case of documenting a trip. Multiple ideas are brainstormed and
explored throughout this process. Information categories of memory systems could be divided into two tiers in order
to produce the prioritization ranking. The previous research result shows that location, user's mood, and photos are
the first tier. The second-tier information includes notes, video, and vocal material. All the components from both
tiers would be narrowed down to advanced details information, generating a notebook system to organize and share
efficiently, proficiently building a solid emotional connection between users and their travel stories. Then I
developed sketches for the notebook system and universe conception, getting the wireframes and navigation and the
mood planet design.
To organize every information collected from the preceding result in a unity collaboration with a clear structure, I
designed a vertical menu with the categories from tier one and tier two and arranged them in rank sequence. Users
could drag down the interface to check the current month and jump to another date by tapping the arrows (Appendix
A, page 4). By dragging the emoji of mood to the journo notebook, users could record the first element, the most
crucial touchpoint, when they review the whole experience. Furthermore, one research has revealed that recall of
information while in a specific mood or information with a specific valence leads to activity in the emotional system
corresponding to that mood or valence (Lewis, 2003). Once users created the photos, the image recognition system
would divide them into advanced groups, helping users save time on organizing (Appendix A, page 7). This
technology would be considered both deep-learning-based methods and traditional computer vision-based methods
(Kumar Das, 2020). I applied widget and reminder designs to encourage users and evoke their memory about their
past travels. The user could build two sizes of widgets to adapt to their needs, reviewing the visual and vocal details
from the table of their phones (Appendix A, page 14). The community was designed for the high social attributes of
users, checking others’ travel documentation. In addition, a bonus reward to further inspire users to keep recording
the journey: unique emoji sets would gift to users (Appendix A, page 17) after spending enough time on Journo.

Conclusion
The overall goal of this project is to help people structurally organize their travel stories and share the details from
the journey to friends and family. The users can document the mood, photos, notes, voice memos, and footprints to
systematically keep their records during the travel and conveniently review those memories by marking the day of
travel with emoticons on maps, calendar and universe. Then collaborating the information, constructing them
through image recognition, tracking GPS and others apps’ activities with Journo. Every story would be collected in
the notebook and universe system, which is more effectively for users to get inspiration from their past trips from
one application instead of switching various platforms consistently. Journo also provides a friendly approach to
sharing users’ travel records: sharing all with a long page or just one part of the story to fulfill particular needs.
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